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A huer delineation of quadratic u-polynomials than has been previously published is given. 
In [I.] Xu has established that 2 + au + b is a a-polys~mial if and only 
if max(a - 2,1) s b <a2 and there is a sitive integer s s ia such that 
s(a-1-sSjsbQs(a-s). this note we establish that the permissible values of 
b are divided into easily &ned bands of values, and develo 
expression for the values of b than that given by eorem 9. 
If we focus on a iixed valu;: G: S, we see th strictions on b can be 
rewritten as 
s(a-s)-sGbss(a-s). 
Thus each fixed value of s dete es a linear band o 
and v&d -width s + i, startin = 2~. As these ba 
a, it is clear that for large values of a the 
gaps in the set of val have thi8 result: 
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(to Theorem 9 of Xu). Let a 3 2 be writt~ in the form a = 6j -I- k, 
wherej=Q, 1,2,. . . , clznd k = 0, 1,2, 3,4, 5. The number of values of b such ihat 
C? + au c b is a a-polynomial of a graph is 
3j( j + I) + kj + max(0, k - 1). 
te for a in XI’s expression, an 
3j2+3j+kj+k+ lbk*J +$[+kl([$kl -I)-k[ak]. 
stitute the values 0, 1, . . . ,5 for k in the last four terms, establishing 
have the value max(0, k - 1). 0 
(11 S.-J. Xu, On u-polynomials, Discrete Math. 69 (lM8) i89-194. 
